Clip 5: Answer these questions on another piece of paper as you watch the video. Stop and backup the video as you need to. These questions go from 30:10 to 38:30 in the video.

https://youtu.be/N3qh0SBH9EU?t=30m9s

Read these questions then watch the video from 30:10. Stop the video at 38:30 to answer any remaining questions.

A) What does it mean “to break into the new luxury market” (30:13)?
B) What does the narrator mean by the phrase “make their new liner the last word in opulence” (30:23)?
C) What does it mean when a “market dries up overnight” (30:49)
D) What does Albert Burton mean when he says that “a vessel that would be a showpiece for the talents of the whole French nation” (31:21)?
E) What does the narrator mean by “proves a real challenge” (31:52)?
F) What does it mean that the engines’ smoke “channel straight up through the decks” (32:10)?
G) Sketch what it looks like when the designers “split the boiler vents in two” (33:17) and “the two halves rejoin above and feed into the funnels” (33:34).
H) What does it mean when an engine is “churning” (33:41)?
I) What does the narrator mean by a “profitable new market” (34:20)?
J) What is the “Royal Promenade” (34:48)?
K) What does Ole Pedersen mean by “make sure this structure is safe and sound” (35:01)?
L) What does the narrator mean by “the ship is subjected to huge forces” (35:12)?
M) What does “a large empty space at her center would offer little resistance” (35:18)?
N) What does a “rigid backbone” (35:57) mean?
O) What does “open space” (36:12) mean?
P) What does it mean for something “to be open to the Caribbean sun” (36:52)?
Q) What does the narrator mean by “boasts” when he says “the Independence of the Seas boasts three of them” (36:57)?
R) What does “top heavy” (37:08) mean?
S) What is another way to say “thanks to her innovative layout” (37:41)?
T) What does the narrator mean when he says “passengers can enjoy the journey just as much as the destination” (37:58)?
U) What does “set a new benchmark for stylist travel” (38:21) mean?
V) What does the narrator mean by “soon a rival steams up alongside” (38:29)?